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Designer and Cut-to-Size Materials Line Continues to Grow 
 

(Chicago, IL): Designs of Distinction’s [DOD] line of Designer and Cut-to-Size Materials continues to grow. Since DOD 
introduced its first Cut-to-Size Material – Decorative Grilles – in 2019, the line has more than quadrupled and now includes 
materials like Rattan, Leather, Resin, Italian-made Mesh, and more. Additionally, DOD has introduced several new materials 
as components, including Metallic Trim, flexible and solid Tambour profiles, decorative brass hardware, and more.  
 

For materials like Decorative Grilles & Mesh, Rattan, Leather, 
Italian-made Mesh, and more, DOD offers a “Cut-to-Size” 
program. Measure and send your panel sizes to DOD and a 
quote will be provided for Cut-to-Size panels that are ready to 
install upon delivery. Decorative Grilles and Mesh can be 
difficult to work with on-site as Decorative Grille panels are not 
welded and extremely sharp. Reduce the chances of ruining 
expensive product on the job site by taking advantage of the 
Cut-to-Size program. 
 
Furthermore, Cut-to-Size materials are available to purchase as 
individual sheets (or rolls). DOD’s Cut-to-Size Materials are 
featured in the 2023 Product Catalog on pages 14-18. 
 
Other Designer Material components – including Metallic Trim, 
Tambour, Decorative Hardware, and more – are available in a 
variety of sizes, species, and finishes. DOD’s 2023 Product 
Catalog outlines these Materials on pages 7-13.  

 
With the expansion of DOD’s Materials line, DOD offers a wide range of Sample Kits for Designers, Builders, and other Trade 
Professionals to test and color match new products. Sample Kits for Decorative Grilles and Mesh, Tambour, Metallic Trim, and 
more are in stock and ready to ship today! 
 
Please visit the links below to learn more about DOD’s Materials Line: 

• Cut-to-Size Materials: https://www.brownwoodinc.com/dod/product-category/cut-to-size/  
• 2023 Product Catalog: https://doddownload.s3.amazonaws.com/DOD2023ProductCatalogWeb.pdf  
• Sample Kits: https://www.brownwoodinc.com/dod/product-category/sample-kits/  

 
Designs of Distinction® is a premier line of decorative wood and metal elements for kitchen, bath, and home, proudly serving 
other businesses since 1998. Made in America, of superior quality and first-class materials, Designs of Distinction’s product 
line has grown from 100 elements to more than 5000 components, all in stock and available for immediate shipment. If you 
are looking for a custom or stock wood or metal component, we are your one-stop shop. Give us a call today at 800-328-
5858. 
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